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Recently, several astrophysical data or would-be signals has been observed in different dark-matter
oriented experiments. In each case, one could fit the data at the price of specific nature of the cou-
pling between the Standard Model (SM) particles and a light Dark Matter candidate: hadrophobic
(INTEGRAL, PAMELA) or leptophobic (WMAP Haze, dijet anomalies of CDF, FERMI Galactic
Center observation). In this work, we show that when one takes into account the more recent LEP
and Tevatron analysis, a light thermal fermionic Dark Matter (. 10 GeV) that couples to electrons
is mainly ruled out if one combines the analysis with WMAP constraints. We also study the special
case of scalar dark matter, using a mono–photon events simulation to constrain the coupling of dark
matter to electron.
I. INTRODUCTION
Very recently, the CDF collaboration announced the
observation of an excess of events which include a lep-
ton (electron or muon), missing transverse energy, and
two jets [1]. Many studies have been done since then
motivating the existence of light dark matter candidates
(see e.g., [2]). Some authors [3] interpreted this excess
by the introduction of a new gauge boson with sizable
couplings to quarks, but with no or highly suppressed
couplings to leptons (a leptophobic dark boson). Dark
matter experiments had also given some hints for sig-
nals in direct or indirect detection modes. On one hand,
some hadrophobic dark matter candidates were proposed
in [4–6] to explain the DAMA [7] and CoGENT [8] sig-
nals even if contradicted by the authors of [9, 10]. On the
other hand, some authors showed that a light dark mat-
ter could at the same time explain these direct detection
signals and the excess of emission observed by the Fermi
Gamma Ray Space telescope [11] and the CDF signal if
it annihilate predominantly into hadronic states. There
was also cosmic rays excess measured in PAMELA or
INTEGRAL [12] which needed hadrophobic dark mat-
ter. In each case the nature of the couplings of the dark
matter with the Standard Model particles is fundamental
in any kind of discoveries. Recently, the authors of [13]
used the mono–photon events at LEP to constraint the
nature of the dark matter couplings, concluding that a
dark matter with mass . 10 GeV with charged-leptonic
couplings generates a too low annihilation rate to avoid
the over–closure of the Universe. In this work, we com-
pute the rate of hadronic coupling needed to reconciliate
the LEP analysis with a thermal dark matter hypothesis
and respect WMAP upper bound constraint. In section
II, we will review the models and type of couplings we
have studied. We give our result in the case of contact
operator for a fermionic candidate in section IIIA, and
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consider a scalar case in section IIIB. For the later, we
ran a simulation of events at DELPHI experiment [14] in
order to constraint the operator suppression scale, in the
same fashion as is done in the literature for the fermionic
DM. We then implement the constraints from the mono-
jet event of Tevatron and XENON100 in the analysis in
section IV before concluding in section V.
II. THE MODELS
We begin with the case of a fermionic WIMP, and
study the 4 types of interactions consistent with the re-
quirement of Lorentz invariance and strongly constrained
by LEP analysis. This enables us to describe the inter-
action between WIMPs and standard model fermions in
terms of an effective field theory, in which we keep only
the first term in the expansion of the heavy propagator.
However, contrarily to the description in [13] which was
concerned by the leptonic constraints, we generalize the
analysis taking into account 1) the neutrino couplings
and 2) the possibility of hadronic tree level couplings.
This implies the introduction of a second effective scale,
Λh. Indeed there is no reason for the effective hadronic
breaking scale to be the same than the leptonic one Λl.
We will thus introduce hadronic and leptonic coupling
constants gh and gl, such as
1
Λl
≡
√
gl
Λ
;
1
Λh
≡
√
gh
Λ
(1)
We will then consider the set of operators
Vector : LV =
∑
i
gil
Λ2
(l¯iγµli)(χ¯γµχ) +
∑
i
gih
Λ2
(q¯iγµqi)(χ¯γµχ)
Scalar, s− channel : LS =
∑
i
gil
Λ2
(l¯ili)(χ¯χ) +
∑
i
gih
Λ2
(q¯iqi)(χ¯χ)
2Axial : LA =
∑
i
gil
Λ2
(l¯iγµγ5li)(χ¯γµγ
5χ)
+
∑
i
gih
Λ2
(q¯iγµγ5qi)(χ¯γµγ
5χ)
Scalar, t− channel Lt =
∑
i
gil
Λ2
(l¯iχ)(χ¯li) +
∑
i
gih
Λ2
(q¯iχ)(χ¯qi)
(2)
χ being the DM candidate. Throughout this paper, we
will assume that the dark matter particle χ is a Dirac
fermion (except in section IIIB, where we consider a real
scalar DM candidate). A vectorial interaction is moti-
vated by the exchange of a Z ′µ [15] whereas scalar inter-
action is motivated by Higgs-portal like models [16].
We will consider 3 kinds of models which could be rep-
resentative of UV completion:
• Electrophilic couplings (model A): gel = ge,
gi=µ,τ,νil = 0
• Charged lepton couplings (model B) : gi=e,µ,τl = gl,
gi=νil = 0
• Universal lepton couplings (model C) : gi=e,µ,τ,νil =
gl
As we are interested in the ratio of the hadronic
to the leptonic final states in the DM annihilation,
we will consider without loss of generality an univer-
sal generation/family coupling in the hadronic sector:
gi=u,d,c,s,b,th = gh. Note that we assumed lepton flavor
to be conserved in the dark matter interaction.
Recently, the authors of [13] made an analysis with
relatively little model dependance, by pair production
of pair of dark matter particles in association with a
hard photon. The LEP experiments have searched for
anomalous mono–photon events in their data sets, but
have found no discrepancy from the prediction of the
standard model. They used the mono–photon spectrum
from the DELPHI experiment to place upper bound to
1/Λ2e = ge/Λ
2. We reproduce interpolated functions of
this result in Fig.(1). We then translated this limit on
Λe to a limit on the ratio of hadronic to leptonic channel,
Brh/Brl, taking into account the relic density constraints.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM THE THERMAL
RELIC TO THE HADRONIC BRANCHING
RATIO
A. The fermionic case
The LEP lower bound on the scale Λe = Λ/
√
ge can be
converted in a upper bound to the dark matter annihila-
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FIG. 1. DELPHI lower limit on Λe ≡ Λ/
√
ge as a function of
the dark matter mass for the different types of couplings : vector
(red dashed), scalar (blue dashed-dotted), axial (green full–line)
and t-channel scalar (magenta dotted).
tion into e+e− (case A), into charged leptons pair (case
B) or into general leptons pair (case C). Moreover, if dark
matter is a thermal relic, asking for the density to respect
the upper bound given by WMAP [18] Ωχh
2 . 0.1, one
needs to impose1 〈σv〉 & 3×10−26cm3s−1 ≃ 1 pb to avoid
an overclosed universe (but letting for the possibility of
having another dark matter candidate). We computed
the annihilation cross section which is given for a final
state with particles masses m3,m4 by
dσI
dΩ
=
|MI|2
64pi2s
√
s− 2m23 − 2m24 + (m
2
3
−m2
4
)2
s√
s− 4m2χ
(3)
with I=V, S, A, t. We then substitute s ≃ 4m4χ +m2χv2
in Eq.(3) and expanding in powers of the relative velocity
between two annihilating WIMPs up to order v2 for each
type of couplings. We find
σJI v = g
2
l
∑
l=e,µ,τ,ν
σJI,lv + c g
2
h
∑
h=u,d,c,s,t,b
σJI,hv (4)
where I=V, S, A, t represents the nature of the coupling
(vectorial, scalar, axial or t-scalar) and J=A, B, C the
type of coupling (electronic, charged leptonic or universal
leptonic), c the color factor and
σJIkv = σI,kv × θJk (mχ) (5)
1 in the absence of resonances or coannihilation.
3θJ=A,B,Ch=u,d,c,s,t,b(mχ) = ΘH(mχ −mh)
θAe (mχ) = ΘH(mχ −me), θAl=µ,τ,ν(mχ) = 0
θBl=e,µ,τ (mχ) = ΘH(mχ −ml), θBl=ν(mmχ) = 0
θCl=e,µ,τ,ν(mχ) = ΘH(mχ −ml)
ΘH being the classical heaviside function (ΘH(x) = 1 if
x > 0, and 0 otherwise) and σI,k is given by:
σV,kv = 4gΛ
(
24(2m2χ +m
2
k) +
8m4χ − 4m2χm2k + 5m4k
m2χ −m2l
v2
)
σS,kv = 24gΛ(m
2
χ −m2k)v2 (6)
σA,kv = 4gΛ
(
24m2k +
8m4χ − 22m2χm2k + 17m4k
m2χ −m2k
v2
)
σt,kv = gΛ
(
24(mχ +mk)
2
+
(mχ +mk)
2(8m2χ − 16mχmk + 11m2k)
m2χ −m2k
v2)
with gΛ =
√
1−m2
k
/m2χ
192piΛ4 .
The LEP constraint on Λe = Λ/
√
ge gives a maximum
value for the leptonic annihilation cross section σmaxl for
each type of couplings we considered (A, B and C, see
Fig.1). This maximum value of the leptonic cross–section
give a lower bound on Ωχh
2 : one thus can calculate the
hadronic contribution needed to satisfy WMAP upper
bound limit (Ωχh
2 . 0.1) corresponding to the thermal
condition σv & 3× 10−26cm3/s. This can be summarize
by:
σmaxl v+ σ
max
h v & 3× 10−26cm3s−1 ≃ 2.5× 10−9 GeV−2
(7)
As an example, we can analytically evaluate the order
of magnitude for the hadronic branching ratio Brh/Brl
we expect for a dark matter mass mχ ≃ 5 GeV in the
case of an electronic (case A) vector–like coupling (LV ).
We combined the condition given in Eq.(7) to the value
of σV v computed through Eq.(6) with the value of Λe ob-
tained by LEP (see Fig.1): ΛmaxeV ≃ 480 GeV for mχ ≃ 5
GeV. Neglecting ml,h ≪ mχ, in the electronic–type cou-
pling, one can simplify σV v ≃ m
2
χ
piΛ4e
(1 + Brh/Brl) & 2.5×
10−9 which gives Brh/Brl &
(Λmaxe )
4pi
m2χ
2.5 × 10−9 ≃ 16.
This corresponds to a 94% annihilation rate to hadronic
states. Of course, we ran the analysis with the com-
plete formulation for the cross sections and the results
are shown in Fig.2. One can see that whatever is the
nature of the coupling (electronic, charged-leptonic or
universal leptonic), a dark matter of mass mχ ≃ 10 GeV
has a very strong hadronic component in its annihilation
final state, in the case of scalar and axial interactions
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FIG. 2. Minimum hadronic branching ratio needed to respect
WMAP upper bound in the case of electronic couplings (model A,
top), charged-leptonic couplings (model B, middle) and universal-
leptonic couplings (model C, bottom) with 4 different types of in-
teractions: vector (red dashed), scalar (blue dashed-dotted), axial
(green full–line) and t-channel scalar (magenta dotted). Bounds
coming from LEP constraints on leptonic couplings.
(above 90%). On the other hand, for vector and t-scalar
interactions, the nature of the coupling plays an impor-
tant role, being an hadronic component as large as 80%
in one case (electronic coupling), or a 0% (i.e. no need
of hadronic channel) in other case (universal leptonic),
for a vector interaction for example. These behaviors
can be understood from expressions (6), where the scalar
4and axial interactions are suppressed by the velocity and
the leptonic masses, respectively. As a consequence one
needs a much larger hadronic contribution to ensure a
relic abundance below the WMAP limit and avoid the
over–closure of the Universe. However for the vector and
t-scalar interactions there is no such suppression, so lead-
ing to possible large contributions coming only from the
leptonic couplings.
We also observe that, paradoxically, the more elec-
trophilic are the dark matter couplings (model A), the
more hadrophilic it should also be. Indeed, because
there are no possibility to fulfill the relic abundance con-
straints with charged lepton or neutrino channels and the
hadronic final states become thus the dominant ones. In
the charged leptonic and universal leptonic models (B
and C), there exists a threshold mass with a null hadronic
branching ratio: this corresponds to the mass for which
the hadronic components of the annihilation rate are not
anymore necessary (but can be present) to fulfill the relic
density constraints. The leptonic channels are sufficient
to avoid the relic overabundance for a DM mass above
this threshold.
B. Scalar case
We also checked the case of a scalar dark matter. It
could not be obvious at the first sight that we can apply
the same analysis. In fact, we need to introduce a new
scale ΛS . We will consider a real scalar dark matter,
which is produced via the following scalar-type effective
operator:
LSe =
ge
ΛS
χχe¯e . (8)
In an analogous procedure as the one done above for a
fermionic candidate, we derive limits on the suppression
scale ΛS/ge from mono-photon signals in the DELPHI
experiment at LEP. We assumed for simplicity that all
data was taken at an energy of 100 GeV per beam. We
used MadGraph/MadEvent [19] to simulate the distri-
bution of number of events with photon energy Eγ . The
background process e+e− → γνν¯ was taken directly from
the simulation done by [13]. On the other hand, the
signal process e+e− → γχχ was studied assuming the
following kinematical cuts: Eγ > 6 GeV, and a photon
rapidity ηγ > 2.5. We realize that these constraints are
less restrictive than in the fermionic case, so in princi-
ple the bounds on ΛS could be different if using those
more rigorous cuts. To quantify this difference, we re-
produced the bounds on Λe coming from a signal due
to a fermionic dark matter, and a vector-like effective
operator, and compare it directly with the result shown
in Fig.1. The result, shown in Fig.3-top, is a χ2/d.o.f.
= 5.12/8, which means a small difference of our case with
respect to the more correct result of [13]. We include as
an example of a scalar dark matter signal, the simula-
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FIG. 3. (top). Lower limits on ΛS/ge (solid-red) coming from
DELPHI experiment [14], at a 90% C.L. For reference, the re-
sulting limits on Λ/
√
ge (fermionic dark matter) coming from a
vector-like effective operator, using the same cuts as before, are
shown (dashed-green), to be compared with the correspondent re-
sult shown in Fig.1, here in (dotted-blue). (bottom) Distribution
of photon energies in single-photon events at DELPHI. The his-
togram shows the signal+background coming from a hypothetical
scalar dark matter, as in (8), with mass mχ = 10 GeV, and a
suppression scale ΛS/ge = 300 GeV. See body text.
tion of a mχ = 10 GeV case, with a suppression scale
ΛS/ge = 300 GeV, using the DELPHI luminosity of 650
pb−1, shown in Fig.3-bottom. We can extract from the
above analysis that, for example, a scalar dark matter of
mX = 10 GeV needs a suppression scale ΛS & 520 GeV,
in order to be compatible with LEP bounds.
After computing the production cross section for the
fermionic dark matter (σPf ) and bosonic one (σ
P
s ) one
can show that, in the limit of s≫ mχ (which is the case
in our analysis) we obtained
σPf ∼
g2e
Λ4
s
16pi
and σPs ∼
g2e
Λ2S
1
32pi
(9)
5We thus observe that if we define ΛS ≡ Λ2/
√
2s we can
deduce the lower limit on ΛS from the lower limit on Λ
(see Fig.1). If imposing σPf ≈ σPs , taking a dark mat-
ter candidate with mass of 10 GeV, we deduce from the
above expressions the lower bound ΛS & 815 GeV. How-
ever from Fig.(3) we obtained ΛS & 520 GeV, which
implies that in fact σPs ≈ 2.45σPf .
With this bounds on ΛS, one could in principle try to
deduce bounds on the amount of hadronic channel from
DM annihilation, as we did above for the fermionic case.
The expression for the annihilation cross-section σsSv of
a scalar DM with a scalar interaction, into an electron-
positron pair is:
σsS,ev ≡ g2e σ˜sS,ev ≃
g2e
4piΛ2S
(
1− m
2
e
m2χ
)3/2
+
g2e
32piΛ2S
v2 .
(10)
Unfortunately, this single channel already gives, for
510 . ΛS/ge . 520GeV and 1 . mχ . 20GeV (as in
Fig.3) a cross-section σsSv ≃ 10−24cm3/s, with negligi-
ble dependence on mχ. Being σ
s
Sv ≫ 3 × 10−26, there
is in principle no need for hadronic channel. We con-
clude that LEP bounds are insufficient to constrain the
nature of couplings in the case of scalar DM. A similar
conclusion holds for the Tevatron bounds, if considering
the total cross-section
σsSv = g
2
l
∑
l=e,µ,τ,ν
σ˜sS,lv + cg
2
h
∑
h=u,d,c,s,t,b
σ˜sS,hv (11)
and the lower limits shown in Fig.4. It turns out that the
scale ΛS/ge above which σ
s
Sv starts to be of the order of
the thermal relic one, is around 5 TeV. So in principle the
LHC would be able to constrain the nature of couplings
and interactions of a scalar DM candidate.
IV. COMPLEMENTARITY WITH OTHER
EXPERIMENTS
A. Fitting with WMAP
To run a more precise analysis, we decided to imple-
ment the contact coupling lagrangian into CompHEP
and micromegas [20] for the different type of interactions
(vectorial, scalar and axial) in the fermionic DM case.
We then applied the last 5σ constraint on the relic den-
sity from WMAP experiment [18], ΩWMAPh
2 = 0.1123±
0.0175 and ran a scan on the parameter space of the
model (Λl, Λh, mχ) keeping only the points respecting
both astrophysical and accelerator constraints. We can
understand easily that in order to respect WMAP upper
bounds, the hadronic contribution depends on the type
of interactions. After a look at Fig.2, we decided to con-
sider the most and the less conservative cases, which are
the universal-leptonic coupling for vector-like interaction,
and the electronic coupling for scalar-like interaction, re-
spectively. The results are shown in Figs.5 and 6. We
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FIG. 4. CDF lower limit on Λh ≡ Λ/
√
gh as a function of the
dark matter mass for the different types of couplings : vector (red
dashed), scalar (blue dashed-dotted) and axial (green full–line).
see that WMAP forbids a dark matter with hadrophilic
couplings (gh/ge & 10) of mχ & 5 GeV for a vector in-
teraction, and mχ & 10 GeV for a scalar interaction.
For such values of hadronic couplings, Ωh2 . ΩWMAPh
2.
When combined with LEP analysis, a large part of the
parameter space with small gh/ge is excluded because of
the non–observation of mono–jet events at LEP (which
implies an upper bound on ge). Whereas it excludes a
broad region of the parameter space for a dark matter
mass mχ . 11 GeV in the vectorial case (in total agree-
ment with Fig.6 of [13]) it completely exclude leptophilic
(gh/ge . 0.1) dark matter with the scalar-like interac-
tion. Combining these limits with the recent Tevatron
analysis restricted even further the parameter space.
B. Tevatron constraints
Last year, the authors of [21, 22] made a similar analy-
sis searching for mono–jet events for the Tevatron. These
non-discovery of any events of this kind can be translated
into a lower bound on Λh ≡ Λ/√gh which depend on the
nature of the coupling and is represented in Fig.4.
Contrarily to the LEP analysis, the center of mass en-
ergy does not limit the lower bound on Λh for mχ . 100
GeV. We have only plotted the limit on the up–type cou-
pling, which is the one we used through the paper to
stay as conservative as possible (limits of down or charm–
type couplings on Λh are a factor 3 and 10 lower respec-
tively [21]). We can easily understand how the Tevatron
constraint imply some strong tensions when combined
with WMAP and LEP analysis. Indeed, to reconciliate
LEP constraints with WMAP we needed to increase the
hadronic contribution (and thus, the coupling to quarks)
in the annihilation process. This then enters in conflict
with the limit from the non-observation of mono-jet ex-
cess at Tevatron. To keep the logic of the work and keep
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FIG. 5. Hadronic ratio coupling for the annihilation of dark matter
as function of the dark matter mass in the case of universal-leptonic
couplings for a vector–like interaction after a scan on Λe and Λh.
After applying the constraint of WMAP (top) mono–jet events from
LEP, Tevatron and XENON100 constraint (bottom). See the text
for details.
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FIG. 6. Hadronic ratio coupling for the annihilation of dark mat-
ter as function of the dark matter mass in the case of electronic
couplings for a scalar–like interaction after a scan on Λe and Λh.
After applying the constraint of mono–jet events from LEP (top)
and Tevatron (bottom) we observe that no point of the parameter
space respects both constraints (see the text for details).
a conservative analysis, we considered universal leptonic
couplings (implying a smaller hadronic contribution to
respect WMAP upper bound). The results are shown
in Figs.5 and 6. Confirming the conclusions of [21]: for
a vector–like coupling the Tevatron bound is the more
stringent for dark matter mass below 5 GeV. Indeed, for
such low mass, the hadronic branching ratio needed to
respect in the meantime WMAP and LEP would pro-
duce a clear excess in mono-jet events at Tevatron and
would have been observed. The Tevatron constraints are
even more impressive for a scalar–like couplings, where
all the parameter space allowed by the combined WMAP
and LEP analysis is excluded by Tevatron data (Fig.6).
C. XENON100 constraint
Recently, the XENON100 collaboration has released
several analysis claiming for no detection signal of dark
matter [23]. Their results are by far the more constrain-
ing one in the field of direct detection experiments. One
can easily understand that XENON100 is adding new
7tensions when combined with WMAP, LEP and Teva-
tron bounds. Indeed, the hadronic branching fraction re-
quired to avoid the overproduction of dark matter in the
early universe could enter in conflict not only with Teva-
tron results but also with XENON100 exclusion limits.
Indeed, whereas the s–channel dark matter production
qq → χχg is the process constraining Λh at Tevatron,
the nuclear recoil gives bound to Λh (and thus gh/ge)
through the t-channel process χq → χq. As we can
see in Fig.5, XENON100 restrict even a larger part of
the parameter space for mχ & 6 GeV (which would not
have been the case if we took into account the previ-
ous XENON100 analysis [24]). Whereas the scalar–like
interaction is already excluded without the XENON100
data, dark matter with vector–like coupling to the SM
still survives in a narrow hadrophilic region of the pa-
rameter space with light dark matter2, and another re-
gion definitively hadrophobic for mχ & 12 GeV.
V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
Recently, several astrophysical data or would-be sig-
nals has been observed in different dark-matter oriented
experiments. In each case, one could fit the data at the
price of specific nature of the coupling between the Stan-
dard Model (SM) particles and a light Dark Matter can-
didate: hadrophilic or leptophilic. We computed the rate
of hadronic coupling needed to respect WMAP combined
with the LEP and Tevatron constraints from mono-jet
events. We showed that a light fermionic dark matter
(. 10 GeV) is mainly excluded whatever is its type of in-
teraction, whereas heavier candidates (& 20 GeV) should
be largely hadrophobic for vectorial interaction, but ex-
cluded for scalar one. We also studied the special case
of scalar dark matter, using the mono–photon events to
constraint the coupling of dark matter to electron with a
complete simulation of DELPHI events and showed that
LEP and Tevatron are not able to restrict the couplings.
One of the main consequences is that models with light
electrophilic couplings, explaining INTEGRAL data or
constraints from synchrotron radiations are excluded by
Tevatron/LEP analysis. One possibility to escape such
strong conclusion would be to suppose that DM has no
electronic coupling. In this case, LEP limits do not ap-
ply. Moreover, if at the same time the hadronic cou-
pling is only to the bottom or charm quark, Tevatron
XENON100 bounds are not applicable too. However such
unnatural construction should be excluded by FERMI
last analysis of dwarf galaxies [27].
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